
November 21, 2019 10:00-11:00am 

Paint Your Own Pottery  Skill Level: Beginner 

This is not your average pottery painting class! This workshop will combine the idea of group 

painting classes and ceramics. An instructor will provide a step by step demonstration of how to 

paint the seasonal design, but feel free to make your plate your own! The plate designs vary with 

the seasons, so you can keep coming back to have one for every holiday. November's theme is 

"Give Thanks."  

  

December 5, 2019 10:00-11:00am 

Paint Your Own Christmas Ornaments! Parent (or Grandparent!) and Child  

Get in the Christmas Spirit with creative fun for all ages! Paint as many Christmas Ornaments as 

you like! Make them coordinate, or let them all be unique. Paint ornaments for each other to 

remind you of all the fun you had for years to come!  

  

December 12, 2019 10:00am-12:00pm 

Wheel Throwing Basics Skill Level: Novice 

This class will cover the basics of wheel throwing and will focus on making cylinders and bowls. 

Whether you've never thrown on the wheel, haven't thrown in years, or thrown once or twice, 

this class will provide instruction and helpful hints for perfecting your wheel skills.  

  

December 19, 2019 10:00-11:00am 

Paint Your Own Pottery Skill Level: Beginner 

This is not your average pottery painting class! This workshop will combine the idea of group 

painting classes and ceramics. An instructor will provide a step by step demonstration of how to 

paint the seasonal design, but feel free to make your plate your own! The plate designs vary with 

the seasons, so you can keep coming back to have one for every holiday. December's theme will 

be "Cookies for Santa."  

 

 

  

 



2020 

January 2, 2020 10:00-11:00am 

Help I'm Brand New to Ceramics! Skill Level: Beginner 

If you know nothing about ceramics but want to learn, then this is the perfect class for you! 

Come in clothes you don't mind getting dusty and with a smile on your face, and we will teach 

you how to make a pinch pot! This project allows you to get the feel for clay while creating a 

beautiful and functional work of art. Come back and glaze it yourself or choose a color and let 

our staff glaze your piece for you for an additional fee.   

  

January 9, 2020 10:00am-12:00pm 

Wheel Throwing Basics Skill Level: Novice 

This class will cover the basics of wheel throwing and will focus on making cylinders and bowls. 

Whether you've never thrown on the wheel, haven't thrown in years, or thrown once or twice, 

this class will provide instruction and helpful hints for perfecting your wheel skills.  

  

January 16, 2020 10:00-11:00am 

Trimming Basics Skill Level: Novice 

Need to learn a few trim techniques? Bring your wheel thrown pots to this workshop and practice 

trimming! Trimming involves getting your piece back on the wheel (once it has set up some) to 

clean up its bottom and give it a foot. Trimming adds a professional level quality to a piece, but 

can take some practice.  

  

January 23, 2020 10:00-11:00am 

Not Your Average Coil Pot! Skill Level: Advanced 

Ever dreamed of making one of those impressive-sized jars? This ancient African coiling method 

allows you to think big! During this workshop, you will be shown the technique and given clay 

to begin working.* This coil method creates extremely thick and tall pieces that allow for such 

techniques as carving and trimming. All of the instructions will be covered and demonstrated in 

this workshop.      *This class has homework! We can get you started, but it's up to you to finish! 

Trimming or carving down your vessel is an absolute must and will take several days for you to 

complete. Feel free to stop by with your pot for further advice if needed!  

  



January 30, 2020 10:00am-12:00pm 

Glaze Workshop All Skill Levels 

Bring your Bisqueware! This session will be completely devoted to finishing up your unfinished 

work. Take a look at our test tiles to pick the glaze that will best suit your work. Use some "old 

faithful" glazes or try a glaze combination and create something brand new! 

February 6, 2020 10:00-11:00 am 

Help I'm Brand New to Ceramics! Skill Level: Beginner 

If you know nothing about ceramics but want to learn, then this is the perfect class for you! 

Come in clothes you don't mind getting dusty and with a smile on your face, and we will teach 

you how to make a pinch pot! This project allows you to get the feel for clay while creating a 

beautiful and functional work of art. Come back and glaze it yourself or choose a color and let 

our staff glaze your piece for you for an additional fee.   

  

February 13, 2020 10:00-11:00 am 

Paint Your Own Pottery Skill Level: Beginner 

This is not your average pottery painting class! This workshop will combine the idea of group 

painting classes and ceramics. An instructor will provide a step by step demonstration of how to 

paint the seasonal design, but feel free to make your plate your own! The plate designs vary with 

the seasons, so you can keep coming back to have one for every holiday. February's theme is "Be 

My Valentine." 

February 20, 2020 10:00-11:00 am 

Play in Clay! Parent (or Grandparent!) and Child  

Let your imaginations run wild! Create some memories while building clay works of art! Come 

back and glaze it yourself or choose a color and let our staff glaze your piece for you for an 

additional fee.  

 February 27, 2020 10:00-11:00 am 

Wheel Throwing Basics Skill Level: Novice 

This class will cover the basics of wheel throwing and will focus on making cylinders and bowls. 

Whether you've never thrown on the wheel, haven't thrown in years, or thrown once or twice, 

this class will provide instruction and helpful hints for perfecting your wheel skills.  

 

 


